
 

 

2020 Graduation Plan- Let's Make Graduation Happen! 
 

 No more than ten people in attendance per graduate. 
 The amount of people per graduate should account for useable square feet of the area where 

graduation will occur. 
 If necessary, graduation ceremonies may be broken into more than one ceremony, to accommodate 

larger schools. 
 Groups of people must be spaced a minimum of six feet apart from other groups. 
 Graduates should be allowed to sit with friends, in groups of no more than ten people, and groups must 

be spaced out a minimum of six feet between groups. 
 A plan to prevent people from gathering before and after graduation on the premise must be created 

and signed off by the health authority and DES. 
 One person from each graduation group may come closer for pictures only when his or her graduate is 

called to receive his or her diploma. 
 Diplomas should be handed out by one or two designated people who have previously sanitized their 

hands and are wearing gloves, careful to not touch hands with the graduate. 
 Graduates should meet his or her family in the parking lot. 
 Hand sanitizer should be used by graduates and staff members before and after touching railing to the 

stage. 
 Hand sanitizer should be available to all visitors, at every entrance and exit. 
 Anyone failing to comply to social distancing requirements will be asked to leave the ceremony. 
 There shall be no sharing of food or beverages. 
 Anyone with symptoms of COVID-19 (stuffy nose, cough, fever, etc.) should not be present. 
 The vulnerable population is asked to not attend the ceremony, but may attend if they wear a mask. 
 Each school should offer a seating chartand assign seating to prevent groups from gathering while 

looking for an area to sit. 
 Masks are strongly encouraged by everyone, especially those sitting in attendance. 
 Check if a community member will take a professional photograph of each graduate without fees to 

prevent families from gathering after the ceremony for pictures. 
 Designated people should assist with dismissing groups from the ceremony site so that bunching of 

groups does not occur. 

 


